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Abstract
Attack patterns are extension to design patterns in the context 
of application security to consider security as functional 
requirement along with other requirements. Application security 
metric is one metric where emphasis will be on source code 
and its development environment including patterns. This 
paper contains an extension work to the prototype model that 
was proposed to generate metrics using attack patterns. In 
that model a generic framework is recommended to generate 
new patterns along with metric. The framework is extended 
with appropriate mathematical components and elements. 
The mathematical work is interrelated to extended finite 
state machine and temporal logic. The paper is divided in to 
four sections. Section one covers introduction. Section two 
refers the mathematical components and elements used in 
the model. Section three envelops the application of these 
components in the proposed model. In the final section the 
results are discussed which are used for verification process 
involved in implementing the application development process 
against the pattern solution.
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I. Introduction & Background work
[1] Attack pattern is the system with new software engineering 
paradigm for developing web and related applications. Most 
of the web applications are vulnerable to attacks than normal 
desktop or individual applications. The system with attack 
patterns is modern approach for developing applications 
involving web, mobile and network as the primary point of data 
source. Design Patterns are the base for any form of patterns. 
With same motivation behind for developing applications 
involving security as major concern security patterns are 
emerged as source for security engineering. Security engineering 
is the branch of engineering applications with security as 
primary concern considering security as one of the functional 
requirements along with customary functional requirements. 
Security engineering treats security as one of the functional 
requirements giving equal importance with other requirements. 
[2] Paradigm works in the usual application development taking 
into account security to be integrated with life cycle approach 
starting from requirements phase to maintenance. [3-4] As more 
and more reports are entering vulnerable database against the 
attack incidents the engineering approach started looking the 
development in another way. Attack patterns approach gives a 
different view in creating secured and reliable applications.
The strategy with attack patterns elude all the essential 
difficulties in the scenario of integrating the security and its 
approach needed to define, analyze, design and construct the 
applications to a new methodology of application development. 
The system of attack patterns approach commences in 
destructive manner. The system constructs the attack 
scenarios in parallel against the application development. 
As the application progress the system verifies the role and 

responsibility the security takes in the application building to 
form the approach a destructive one.
The customary observation of computing systems towards 
security applications involving attack patterns is that at a high 
level of abstraction these may be considered as black boxes that 
take inputs and provide appropriate outputs in terms security 
scenarios for applications. Each security scenario is involving 
one or more attack patterns concerned to develop an application 
for the enterprise. This view agrees with the description and 
picture of attack patterns. A computing problem is specified 
by giving its collection of legal inputs and for each legal input 
its expected output. An abstract view of a computing system 
may be given by describing how it transforms an initial state 
containing pattern with unpredicted predefined and existing 
security scenario with the help of reckoning computation of 
functions to final state to verify the status or result of pattern 
solution. These functions will be in general total functions and 
sometimes partial that is it may be undefined for some initial 
state to capture that the behavior of a computing system of 
attack patterns and thus may be non-terminating for some 
input states.
Attack pattern system is inherently similar to reactive systems 
and the key role in the behavior of attack pattern system is 
played by communication and interaction with their computing 
environment involving target software and machines with in 
predefined sometimes unknown security context. Computing 
system with attack patterns can be considered as reactive 
system. Patterns can be applied to the code at different levels of 
application as assumed in the model. The external environment 
begins with web itself. Then the levels of environment variables 
list starts from session with variable number of parameters. 
Activation zone containing the target machine(s) and the 
software is the major resource for computing system of 
attack patterns. This activation zone contains the target area 
in which the attack scenario is applied. The other parameters 
that effects the computing system are pay load field, networks 
including communication media, number of machines, 
software including system and application and other. [5] Table 
1 illustrates some of the schema elements of attack patterns 
which are primary and secondary in the context of usage by 
the security community.
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Table 1: Elements of Attack Patterns
No Pattern Element Significance

1 Pattern ID Unique Identifier for 
Attack Pattern

2 Pattern Name Name of the Attack 
Pattern

3 Description

Pattern Description:
Related Weakness
Related -  Vulnerabilities
Method of Executing the 
Attack
Example-Instances
References

4 Solution and
Mitigation

The actual solution
to mitigate any form
of attack

5 Severity Defines different
levels of severity

6 Attack Prerequisite The pre requisites for
attack execution

7 Knowledge Level of knowledge 
required

8 Resources Different kind
resources required

9 Consequences Attack consequences

10 Context Description of the
security context

11 Injection Vector Resource
12 Payload Resource
13 Activation Zone Resource

14 Payload Activation 
Impact Impact factor against 

15 Security Principles Extension to 
prerequisites

II. Mathematical Model and Elements
[6] Presents the security engineering strategy to develop 
application with security as key requirement along with new 
patterns which is executed with the help of mathematical 
elements described below. Patterns, pattern structure, states 
of extended finite state machine, the scenarios of security 
requirements with attack patterns, resources, and proposition 
are all considered as subjects. These are various elements of 
the system with focus, themes, points under discussion that 
are mapped to objects of the system like programs, pattern 
types and test cases. The subjects are represented as S1, S2 
… Sn. Each Subject Si functionally maps the attributes of the 
concerned objects with several classifications. Each subject 
Si map against objects using access matrices while input 
requests are applied to derive the concerned outputs. Some 
of the mathematical elements are discussed as below.

A. Patterns
Attack pattern is the main subject form the subject set. Each 
pattern has its own set of input data to be applied in the system. 
Two main input characteristics of the pattern are primary 
schema and secondary schema. The important elements of 
this schema are solution and mitigation, method of attack, 
resources required to apply the pattern, Attack prerequisites, 

Severity of the attack, context description, technical context 
and its description, injection vector, payload, activation zone, 
payload activation impact, related patterns, related security 
requirements. The system considers the general view of the 
pattern behavior without separating the other pattern types 
like architectural and technical.

B. Induction
The system also refers inductions to generate patterns. An 
induction helps to generate various test cases from the security 
context. As a whole the system points all possible inductions to 
handle the orientation towards generation of attack patterns. For 
example proposition mapping to states of the FSM are handled 
in straightforward process where as function assignments to 
each of the state are assigned in rigorous process.

C. Access matrices
These are contact points of patterns and their values to apply 
security scenarios to each of test case they concern. Table 2 
lists two different categories of entries of access matrix one is 
between pattern and resources and the other pattern Vs States 
of finite state machine used in the model.

Table 2: Access Matrices for Patterns and States
Pattern and Resource Access Points
Pattern 
Name/
Mechanism

Resources 
Required

Supplementary 
Information

Resource 
depletion

Sophisticated 
Tools are 
needed

Attacker makes the 
resources weakening 
in their operation or 
availability

Data 
leakage

No particular 
resource

Allows attacker to know 
the knowledge about 
the data

States and Pattern association
Finite State 
Machine 
mode

Associated 
patterns

Supplementary 
information 

Initial state

Patterns where 
resources are 
required is 
associated in 
impact mode

This form of path has 
less computation

Intermediate 
state

Patterns where 
resource 
depletion 
mechanism 
are assigned in 
computation

The computation is 
hard and depending on 
most of the computable 
functions

Intermediate 
state

Some patterns 
where analysis 
is required 
are assigned 
estimation 
mode

The computation is 
simple to estimate

D. Mappings
Mappings are useful to associate subjects and objects via 
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other mathematical elements within the entire system of 
attack patterns and their solutions. One mapping to consider 
is logic of propositions and representation of extended finite 
state machine. Proposition logic maps patterns with solution to 
evaluate the property of truth, exactness, and precisions against 
pattern behavior by assigning temporal operators categorized 
on the basis of patterns. Similarly finite state machine maps 
the attack patterns for change based or event based actions 
against pattern behavior using different types of states like start 
state and intermediate state. The system follows all possible 
classifications of attack patterns, functions to apply, security 
context values and other classifications.

E. Proposition Logic
The application of proposition logic with temporal operators 
towards attack patterns extends their common behavior for 
constructing destructive mechanisms to generate the possible 
systems of patterns or evaluating the existing patterns. The 
system builds a complete set of propositions against each 
requirement of the security to know the correctness property 
of each security constraint. Complex logic formulas are applied 
to verify the correctness.

F. Attributes
The system also manages different attributes for each of the 
subject considered. For example attack patterns have their 
own set of elements to build the system. Pattern solution is 
represented against size of the security context via single 
requirements, code blocks and modules.

G. Requests and decisions
They are the entry points and exit points of the pattern system. 
Patterns has type, mechanism, context and other input 
parameter where as the computed values, injection vector 
size, payload value and other are output  factors to build the 
entire system of attack patterns.

H. Functions
The system has so many numerical functions resembling 
total recursive functions to calculate communication, session, 
cryptographic and other context variables and their values 
which are computed against each node or state of the extended 
finite state machine. Table 3 briefs some of the elements of 
the model.

Table 3: Some Mathematical Elements
Set Elements Semantics

Subject {S1, S2, S3,...
Sn}

Subjects: Patterns, 
Pattern structure, States 
of FSM, Scenarios, 
Resources, Propositions 
and more

Object {O1, O2, O3, 
… Om }

Objects: Programs, 
Pattern solutions, 
Pattern numbers, 
pattern types, Test 
cases, and more 

Configurations {P1, P2, P3…
Pp }

Configurations: All 
configuration points 
derived from pattern Set

Induction {I1, I2, I3,…Ii } pattern generations

Access matrix {T1,T2,T3,…
Tj} 

{I, j} = x* y matrix with 
entries shows Si ‘s 
access to attributes of 
Oj

Mappings or 
allocation

{M1, M2, 
M3,…, Mx}

Subject to object 
allocations : pattern to 
resources 

Propositions {P1, P2, 
P3,…., Pz} 

All propositions based 
on temporal logic

Attribute {A1, A2, A3,…
Ar}

Pattern attributes, 
program or code  
attributes: 

Requests {R1, R2, R3,…
Rs} Inputs to all categories

Decisions {D1, D2,….Dv} Outputs: acceptance,  
continuity

Functions {F1, F2, F3, 
…, Ft}

All functions defined 
over pattern solution

III. Model Implementation
As part of the verification process the model is built on 
assumptions made on the application development 
environment including code components. The mathematical 
elements defined in the model are applied in the assumptions 
characterized to execute the verification process. The verification 
is done for each of the individual code components like module 
and similar code components expressed in terms of proposition 
logic. The following are some of the assumptions used in the 
verification process.

A. Assumption 1
Application development is simulated as executing ‘n 
components either sequentially or non sequential manner

1 2 3....C C C C Cn→ ∨ ∨  Or 
1 2 3....C C C C Cn→ ∧ ∧   

Where Ci is component ‘i’ and C is super component that takes 
input independent of size, functionality. First one represents 
non sequential manner where as the second one represents 
sequential.

B. Assumption 2
Attack pattern is represented by set of function variables, 
resources and takes finite state model abstraction
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Pattern Pi iVjRk→ ⇔ PTS <T, L, C>
There exists variable j and resource k to represent pattern 
using Propositional Transition system (PTS) represented by 
<T, L, C> similarly the reverse is true as PTS is formed from 
pattern attributes only.

C. Assumption 3
Each pattern may be applied to one or more components or 
to all components
Pattern Pi  Cj for all components j

D. Assumption 4
Each component is independent of other components in the 
system
The proposition disintegrates the components. That is when a 
component is applied to a pattern then other components will 
not be participating against this pattern. That is pattern mapping 
to this component is isolated from other components.

Component Ci 
1

n

i
Pi

=
∑  and Pi ∉Cj for other component j for 

that moment

E. Assumption
When a component takes or inputs an attack pattern it is 
isolated completely until it outputs the desired one

1

n

i
Ci Pi Dj

=

→ =∑  And Pi ∉  Ck for other component k and 
there exists some output decision function Dj.

F. Assumption 6
Pattern solution applying to a component is represented by 
function called configuration function (CGF) represented using 
Configuration mapping Points CP
Pattern Pi ( )f CP→ for some <Prop, F[j]> derived from the 
pre defined set CP.

G. Assumption 7
Attack patterns apply the problem solution paradigm of design 
in destructive context. This assumption uses the negation 
operator for all its computations to map the solution with 
pattern.
Pattern Pi ( )pi→¬ for all propositions i. That is Pattern 
represents every proposition with negation operator.
For example pattern Pk contains the proposition set {p1, p2, 
p3… pn} then the proposition formula for the entire pattern 
can be represented using negation operator.

H. Assumption 8
Attack patterns are sub set of patterns
Any design pattern can be from one of the valid set of patterns 
Pi∈Ρ where P represents pattern set and P represents attack 
pattern

I. Assumption 9
Pattern has a solution or Pattern contains problem solution 
approach
For each of the attack pattern system with secure system

& , , ,Si Oj Mm Nn Cq Ux∀ ∃
( , , )S Pi Fj Ck Dt= ℑ ⇒

This yields that every pattern has solution derived from the 
secure system.

J. Assumption 10
Solution can be implemented with multiple scenarios.
As defined above the solution can be represented and defined for 
all possible values of patterns, Functions and computations.

( , , )S Pi Fj Ck Dt= ℑ ⇒
for all values of i, j and k for multiple scenarios

K. Assumption 11
Attack Patterns uses the resources or variables required or 
concerned to implement solution
In order to construct secure system of attack pattern system 
each pattern uses the resources defined as per the model and 
variables of attack patterns to implement the solution
I.e. ,Rm An∃ for each resource type m and attribute n of attack 
pattern to implement the solution with output to accept or 
rejecting the system

( , , )S Pi Fj Ck Dt= ℑ ⇒

L. Assumption 12
The initial state of pattern generation contains default values of 
the essential resources within the context of security scenario.
To implement the solution for pattern system the initial state 
of the pattern contains default values defined against each 
resource and variable that pattern contains. I.e. for all initial 
values of Ri with resource type i the secure system will be 
developed as

( , , )S Pi Fj Ck Dt= ℑ ⇒

M. Assumption 13
Pattern Solution is valid state containing of final state of attack 
scenario which is of existing scenario of security context or 
new. The final state of the pattern solution is represented with 
a decision variable accept or reject to derive the validity of the 
pattern. If result is accept the pattern is validated against all 
possible resources and computation functions mapped against 
resource identified otherwise the pattern is not validated and 
expecting to result in the new attack pattern for the system.

IV. Results
There are different set of attack patterns which are categorized 
based on mechanism of attack. The mechanism indicates the 
way the attack scenario is applied in the target environment. 
[7] Classifies attack patterns based on several factors like data 
leakage, resource depletion, injection, spoofing, time and state 
analysis, functionality abuse, exploitation of authentication, 
resource manipulation, supply chain attacks. The mechanism 
includes all the inputs required to execute the attack in the 
expected environment. The input to the mechanism varies 
from various perquisites like resources required, network 
environment to activation zone and payload.
In this paper the analysis of some of the assumptions discussed 
in the 3rd section are applied to the attack patterns. Each pattern 
is experimented with the list of function variables, resources 
required in the corresponding state of the finite state machine 
applied for metrics evaluation. The input values are assigned 
to each of the pattern against the security context applied in 
the pattern and the behavior of the typical web application. 
fig. 1 shows the number of resources taken by application 
environment represented against the number of patterns 
involved in the code component. X-axis indicates number of 
patterns and Y-axis is number of resources. As indicated in 
the figure, it concludes that that as the number of patterns 
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increase the resources required are also more with respect to 
the component size for an application development. That is as 
number of patterns increases in the applications environment 
the resources required to implement pattern solutions also 
increase.

Fig. 1: Number of patterns Vs number of resources

Some arithmetic functions are used which are categorized 
against the usage of various resource types in the application 
development. As each pattern requires different resources the 
same resource involves in more than one pattern solution. fig. 
2 shows the relation between resource type and the number 
of patterns where the resource is involved.

Fig 2: Resource Type and number of patterns it involve

The observation is verified in more than 50 attack patterns 
with little concern to the attack mechanism. In this paper 
we considered five resource categories namely Client server, 
Session and its related resources, Communication media, 
Programming variables and Web/Internet resources. X-axis 
represents resource type and Y-axis represents number of 
patterns. We applied and observed only the five resource types 
mentioned in the diagram in the application environment. As the 
figure shows it shows that session resources and Web/Internet 
resources are involved in more number of attack patterns. The 
final characteristic observed in the paper is between number of 
patters and the number of states of extended finite state machine 
(EFSM) that involve in implementing the pattern solution. The 
number of states is categorized as initial, intermediate and 
final states. The observation is verified against the number of 
patterns participate in the application development against the 
number of intermediate states of the EFSM. X-axis indicates the 
number of Intermediate states and Y-axis represents patterns. 
fig. 3 shows that more intermediate states will involve if more 
patterns participate in pattern solution implementation.

Fig. 3: Number of intermediate states of FSM Vs number of 
attack patterns
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